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ABSTRACT
Algorithmic systems have infiltrated many aspects of our society, mundane to high-stakes, and can lead to algorithmic harms known as representational and allocative. In this paper, we consider what stigma theory illuminates about mechanisms leading to algorithmic harms in algorithmic assemblages. We apply the four stigma elements (i.e., labeling, stereotyping, separation, status loss/discrimination) outlined in sociological stigma theories to algorithmic assemblages in two contexts: 1) “risk prediction” algorithms in higher education, and 2) suicidal expression and ideation detection on social media. We contribute the novel theoretical conceptualization of algorithmic stigmatization as a sociotechnical mechanism that leads to a unique kind of algorithmic harm: algorithmic stigma. Theorizing algorithmic stigmatization aids in identifying theoretically-driven points of intervention to mitigate and/or repair algorithmic stigma. While prior theorizations reveal how stigma governs socially and spatially, this work illustrates how stigma governs sociotechnically.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Algorithmic systems are increasingly pervasive in diverse contexts, ranging from mundane to high-stakes, and have implications for individuals, communities, organizations, and societies. These algorithmic systems have the potential to facilitate positive outcomes (e.g., detecting and removing online hate speech, detecting and labeling potential misinformation) for impacted groups [135, 153, 188, 192]. Yet, they can also perpetuate and/or lead to algorithmic harms, including allocative harms [16] (i.e., unjust distribution of resources and opportunity) and representational harms [16, 103] (i.e., harmful representations along identity lines). More broadly, algorithms can perpetuate existing social inequities and create new ones [20, 21, 97, 141]. For example, the term “algorithms of oppression” [141] describes sexism and racism embedded in search engines’ representation of Black women and girls. Algorithms underpinning social media news feeds can contribute to algorithmic symbolic annihilation [8] and harmful invisibility [32] of already marginalized groups. Facial recognition algorithms fail to recognize Black faces [140, 150] and associate negative emotions to Black faces regardless of a person smiling [155]. Search algorithms on employment websites can facilitate allocative harm by obscuring relevant work opportunities [65]. Algorithms in the child-welfare system cause harm to the very practice of social work [160]. Examples of harmful algorithmic systems are countless across domains.

The term algorithm can be elusive. Algorithms’ definitions range from purely technical [189] to sociotechnical [79, 165]. In its most technical sense, an algorithm entails rules to perform a task based on some input data. Rather than taking the algorithm as one technological artifact detached from its social surroundings, we draw from Science and Technology Studies (STS) and critical data studies approaches and take the algorithm as part of a larger sociotechnical assemblage of both social and technical actors [79, 166]: the algorithmic assemblage [165]. The algorithmic assemblage entails human and non-human elements (and their encounters) in “socio-material entanglements whereby the algorithmic system is made and enabled to work in practice” [165] and is a valuable lens because
it affords a sociotechnical analysis of associated algorithmic artifacts. Considering both human and non-human elements allows us to better pinpoint algorithmic outcomes and mechanisms through which they come to be. In algorithmic assemblages, the algorithm itself is "but one element of the broader sociotechnical assemblage in which it is embedded" [165].

The sources of—and thus the locus of intervention for—algorithmic harms have often been framed as a technical challenge [59, 69, 175], however, there is growing substantial evidence existing social injustices as sources for algorithmic harms [25, 86, 97, 156]. Still, the mechanisms leading to these harms and subsequent ways to interrupt, mitigate, and redress said harms remain under-theorized. Theorizing algorithmic harms and mechanisms through which they come to be, we argue, is an important step towards naming, redressing, and mitigating them. In this article, we take stigma theory from sociology [121] as a point of departure to theorize how some algorithmic harms are enacted and mediated by algorithmic assemblages [165] in a mechanism we define as algorithmic stigmatization.

Understood as a sociological mechanism, stigmatization generates social difference to enforce and reproduce inequality [144]. Scholars have defined stigma in myriad ways [80, 95, 121, 144, 181, 182]. Link and Phelan’s synthesis [121] suggests that stigma exists when its elements (i.e., labeling, stereotyping, othering/separating, status loss/discrimination) co-occur in the presence of social, political, and economic power [121]. Labeling involves distinguishing and labeling differences; stereotyping involves linking a label to negative values and stereotypes; and separation involves labels that connote or enforce people being kept "down, in and away" [120]. Essentially, “people are stigmatized when the fact that they are labeled, set apart, and linked to undesirable characteristics leads them to experience status loss and discrimination" [121]

In this article, we consider two algorithmic assemblages as diverse cases from which to explore algorithmic stigma: a) so-called “risk prediction” algorithms in higher education, and b) suicidal expression and ideation detection on social media.1 In each case, we draw from the respective literature and other documentation to examine how stigma elements (i.e., labeling, stereotyping, separating, discrimination/status loss) manifest in algorithmic assemblages. Our analysis shows how the four stigma elements manifest in these two cases, demonstrating the novel theoretical conceptualization of algorithmic stigmatization as a sociotechnical mechanism that leads to a unique algorithmic harm: algorithmic stigma.

We define algorithmic stigma as the type of stigma and algorithmic harm that is mediated, perpetuated, or sometimes created by/in algorithmic assemblages as a sociotechnical process; we therefore argue that stigma(tization) is sociotechnical, and not solely social as prior theories [80, 121, 147] suggest. The theoretical frame of algorithmic stigmatization reveals how allocative and representational harms contribute to and are entangled within algorithmic stigma, but that algorithmic stigma is distinct in that it occurs when all four stigma elements converge. While representational and allocative harms as concepts are useful abstractions that can describe many different harms, we argue that these abstractions, by themselves, are inadequate to fully describe and analyze the harms caused by stigma and stigmatization as manifested in algorithmic assemblages. Indeed, stigma is complex; many representational and allocative harms can accrue from stigmatization and stigma (see figure 1). As such, we assert that conceptualizing and recognizing algorithmic stigma(tization) separately from other harms with allocational and representational dimensions is a useful contribution to scholarship on algorithms’ societal and ethical implications.

We argue that our theorizing of algorithmic stigmatization aids in identifying distinct, theoretically-driven points of intervention to mitigate and/or repair algorithmic stigma. We discuss how reparative approaches [60] may afford beginning to disrupt algorithmic stigmatization. Ultimately, theorizing algorithmic stigmatization contributes to broader sociological understandings [182] of how stigma reifies inequality. By articulating the mechanism through which algorithmic stigma emerges (i.e., algorithmic stigmatization), this work reveals how stigma governs sociotechnically, extending previous theoretical insights suggesting how stigma governs socially and spatially [147].

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1:** This figure shows how the algorithmic stigmatization mechanism produces algorithmic stigma. Algorithmic stigma(tization) is mediated by/in algorithmic assemblages. Algorithmic stigmatization is the convergence mechanism of labeling, stereotyping, separation, and status loss/discrimination in an algorithmic assemblage, leading to a distinct algorithmic harm: algorithmic stigma. Along the way, the diagram also depicts where previously known algorithmic harms (i.e., representational, allocative) are relevant within the algorithmic stigmatization process, but that algorithmic stigma is distinct in that it is produced when all four stigma components are present.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Theories and Conceptualizations of Stigma
Stigma has been a topic of interest in disciplines ranging from sociology [121, 147, 180, 182], public health [48], social psychology

---

1These cases are illustrative in highlighting algorithmic stigma and stigmatization as novel theoretical concepts, but they are not necessarily exhaustive. Just as elements of stigma manifest differently across these cases, we expect that they may manifest differently in other algorithmic assemblages. Future work could systematically examine algorithmic stigmatization’s patterns across diverse cases.
Distinguishing and Labeling Difference. Link and Phelan [121] argue that the process of distinguishing and labeling difference is a social process that involves “substantial oversimplification” (p. 367) of individual characteristics and attributes into a “label.” Labels attached to behaviors or individuals construct social deviance, i.e., deviance from the “mainstream” [18]. In contrast to Goffman [80], who uses the term “attribute,” the term “label” hints at the ways that difference is ascribed to someone in a social process rather than being inherent to an individual. Labeling is a social sorting process done to someone, and while the label a person receives may be accurate or consistent with one’s perception of oneself, often it is not. Yet the act of labeling enacts power by ascribing those attributes what Hacking describes as “making up people” [90].

Stereotyping - Associating Difference with Negative Attributes. Beyond demarcating “difference,” stigmatizing labels are linked to socially situated stereotypes. As Link and Phelan [121] note, the label performs the work of “linking a person to a set of undesirable characteristics that form the stereotype” (p. 369). This social psychological process is where labels take on connotative meanings. For example, when considering the stigmatization faced by people with schizophrenia, Angermeyer and Matschinger [11] note that the label of schizophrenia “increases the likelihood that someone suffering from the disorder is considered as being unpredictable and dangerous” (p. 394) based on the link between the label (schizophrenia) and stereotypes (danger, volatility).

Separation. Linking labels to negatively-valenced stereotypes facilitates separation of the stigmatized group. This separation separates in-group from out-group, “us” from “them” [121], keeping the stigmatized group “down, in and away” [120]. Thus the separation of groups can enforce structural discrimination between groups [12]: Stereotyping allows one to see people as inhabiting group-level characteristics rather than understanding their full-fledged humanity, which makes it easy to group people into an out-group that can be kept physically and/or socially separated —which can contribute to structural discrimination [12]. To return to the example of people with schizophrenia, people who more strongly associate the label of schizophrenia with stereotypes of danger and volatility more strongly prefer to distance themselves socially from people said to be “schizophrenic” [11, 12].

Status Loss and Discrimination. Labeling, stereotyping, and separation result in negative consequences for the stigmatized person(s). Status loss refers to “a general downward placement of a person in a status hierarchy” [121], bringing with it a lack of opportunities. Alongside status loss, other individual consequences of stigmatization include reduced self-esteem, lack of a clarified identity, and feelings of unworthiness [46]. These consequences align with the concept of self-stigma, or the internalization of stigma that results in diminished self-esteem and self-efficacy [190]. Returning to the example of stigma surrounding schizophrenia, status loss and discrimination may occur when people with schizophrenia grapple with over-protection or infantilization [82] and social isolation due to the social distancing described above [11].

Stigmatization and status loss carry implications for one’s access to resources. Discrimination exists at individual, interpersonal, and structural levels. The individual level of discrimination dominates stigma literature from social psychology, emphasizing interpersonal interactions in which ‘Person A’ discriminates against ‘Person B.’ Sociologists such as Link and Phelan [121] draw from discussions of institutional racism to expand the discriminatory component of stigmatization in a way that includes structural features of one’s...
environment (see also [122, 182]). They provide the example of ableist work environments that preclude disabled people from being able to work as one example of structural discrimination [121]. Subsequent work has identified how stigmatization leads to meso- and macro-level outcomes ranging from mental and physical health disparities to economic inequality [46]. Thus, discrimination as one component of stigmatization can exist irrespective of whether individual or interpersonal actions are discriminatory.

Scholars have leveraged the four components of the stigmatization process revealed by Link & Phelan [121] to examine stigmatization experienced by diverse groups (e.g. LGBTQ+ populations [133], people with mental health conditions [52, 53], and people impacted by the criminal justice system [142]). While stigma has been a topic in computing, for example examining how stigmatized groups use or do not use technology [6, 9, 91, 124, 193], less of this discourse has systematically examined the stigmatization process itself, nor has it deeply interrogated the sociotechnical properties of technology (e.g., algorithmic assemblages) that may facilitate the stigmatization process. Of the papers that cite Link & Phelan’s [121] canonical work, a small fraction contends with the role of technology in shaping the stigma process, with stigma theory and algorithms discourse, in particular, remaining mostly disjoint.

Overall, the literature on stigma establishes stigmatization as a social process that creates demeaning differences—entailing interpersonal and structural aspects reviewed above. But stigma also acts spatially, such that stigma associated with place further stigmatizes. Thus place impacts individuals’ sense of self, interpersonal and inter-regional dynamics, as well as individual and community-level outcomes such as health [63, 171]. For instance, during the Great Recession, Detroit residents were impacted by the ‘symbolic degradation associated with their city’ [84]. Spatial stigma not only impacts individuals and communities, but also research and policy: for example, spatial stigma is under-researched and leads to less and less useful public health interventions for stigmatized communities [92]. Wacquant and others trace how space can be used to create a social distinction that is then used for systematic disinvestment and/or increased punitive control by the state [182, 186]. Thus the way that space can create social distinction [185, 186] is indeed an example of stigma power: “keeping [stigmatized] people in, down and away” [120].

The literature reviewed here establishes stigma as a social structural process that generates and reinforces inequities, and a process that acts socially and spatially. Building on this legacy of stigma scholarship, in this paper we will theorize how stigma is enacted sociotechnically, motivating our consideration of stigmatization as a theoretically rich concept with the potential to explain the mechanisms leading to stigma-related harms in algorithmic assemblages.

2.2 Algorithmic Harms

Mitigating algorithmic harms is impossible without naming said harms, identifying their sources, recognizing their implications, and articulating the mechanisms leading to them. There is a growing body of research across fields including Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency (FAccT), and critical algorithms studies concerned with harms posed by algorithmic systems in diverse contexts, approaches to addressing these harms, and critiques thereof.

Of note, in 2017, Barocas et al. [16] and Crawford [105] introduced a framework for thinking about how the negative consequences of automated systems manifest as allocational and representational harms. Broadly, allocational harms arise when an automated system allocates resources (e.g., money, credit) or opportunities (e.g., jobs) unfairly to different social groups, or when opportunities or resources are withheld from certain groups. For instance, allocational harms exist when people are prevented from receiving resources such as income in the case of gig work algorithms (de)prioritizing certain workers in allocating gig opportunities [137]. Similarly, those wishing to receive a ride via a rideshare service may be (de)prioritized based on factors ranging from identity to technical components (e.g., how charged their phones are), and may face algorithmically-driven “surge pricing” [137]. Allocational harms can also be less obvious. For instance, business rating platform algorithms may unfairly deprioritize certain businesses in searches or prioritize businesses that receive poor ratings over those that receive higher ratings [66]. As in the case with business rating algorithms, these allocational harms (i.e., ratings or exposure to customers) can often translate into financial harms, as businesses struggle to recruit and maintain customers who are influenced by biased rating algorithms [66].

Representational harms manifest when a system (e.g., a search engine, image captioning system, social media news feed) misrepresents, excludes, suppresses, or deems social groups [103, 107, 169, 187]. In other words, algorithmic representational harm [103] is harm experienced when being subjected to algorithmic symbolic annihilation [8], which Andalibi and Garcia define as “how algorithms perpetuate normative and stereotypical narratives about phenomena, where what they account for has power and authority, and what they do not account for does not” [8]. In the context of social media news feed algorithms, Karizat et al. [103] define algorithmic representational harm as the kind of harm that “users experience as a result of being rendered invisible, trivialized, suppressed, or otherwise further marginalized on the basis of their identities and the algorithm’s understanding of their identities.”

In the context of computer vision algorithms, Katzman et al. [107] decompose representational harms into categories including denying people the opportunity to self-identify and erasing or demeaning social groups. Automated Gender Recognition (AGR) technology (i.e., technology that “purports to allow the automatic, computational identification of a person’s gender from photographs or videos”) [110] is, for instance, well suited to producing and exacerbating representational harm in the forms that Katzman et al. [107] explore. As Keyes [110] notes, AGR’s treatment of gender as binary and physiological facilitates the normative, harmful erasure of trans and non-binary people — which we interpret as a type of algorithmic symbolic annihilation [8], leading to representational

---

3We used Google Scholar’s ‘Cited By’ feature to find work that cites Link and Phelan’s canonical 2001 paper and also uses the term ‘technology’ in the paper. In doing so, we discovered that these works primarily consider assistive technologies vis-à-vis stigmatization.

3In our case analyses, we refer to these harms where relevant.
harm. What these definitions of representational harm have in common is the notion that how humans are accounted for and representation (and lack thereof) matter in examining algorithmic systems’ implications.

We note that allocational and representational harms are not independent and are usually accompanied by each other. Consider, for example, a search engine disproportionately displaying advertisements about criminal records when common African American names are searched [176]. If this leads to racial discrimination against loan applicants, that would constitute an allocational consequence. Even if it does not, the perpetuation of racial biases still entails representational harm [21, 176]. Additionally, in the case of AGR, representational harm surfaces in the erasure of non-binary and other marginalized variables [107].

In a similar vein, evaluating fairness by taking into account such structural conditions positions of advantages and disadvantages, Green et al. [178] emphasize the structural conditions that produce individuals with different positions of advantages and disadvantages. Since it is the structural conditions that produce individuals with different positions, advantages and disadvantages, Green [86] calls for evaluating fairness by taking into account such structural conditions reflected by data to better understand the implications of algorithmic decisions. In a similar vein, scholars such as Eubanks [68], Gangadharan [76], and Zeide [195] bring to light the systematic categorization of opportunities, leading to exclusion, created by automated assessment algorithms beyond specific decision points. Emphasizing representational harms, Katzman et al. [107] and Wang et al. [187] highlight the challenges inherent in measuring substantive, representational harms such that they can be mitigated at all.

In summary, addressing algorithmic harms in a meaningful way requires understanding the sources and implications of algorithmic harms and mechanisms leading to them. Such an understanding demands the substantive consideration of the interactions between algorithms and social contexts where algorithms are embedded, as harms are context-dependent, impacting individuals and communities in particular ways based on circumstances [132]. Our case analyses draw on the concept of algorithmic assemblages [165] to account for the sociotechnical components that facilitate algorithmic harm. Scholars have proposed several lenses to enable this sort of investigation, including intersectionality rooted in Black feminism and reparation [47, 58, 60], slow violence [74, 139], co-production [103], justice [97], value-sensitive design [71, 72, 196], and critical disability [22] approaches among others. This paper examines what stigma theory contributes to this discourse surrounding algorithmic harms and addressing them. While representational and allocational harms, as concepts, are useful abstractions that can describe many different harms, we argue (and will show in our case analyses) that these abstractions, by themselves, are inadequate to fully describe and analyze the harms caused by stigma and stigmatization as manifested in algorithmic assemblages. As we show in our case analyses, stigma theory illuminates novel insights about algorithmic harms and mechanisms leading to stigma. These insights are important, as to begin to mitigate algorithmic harms, it is important to name, describe, and articulate how those harms emerge – this paper’s focus.

3 CASE ANALYSES: STIGMA AND ALGORITHMIC ASSEMBLAGES

In this section, we draw from prior work and existing documentation to present two case analyses that demonstrate the utility of the stigma lens in understanding algorithmic harms and how they come to be. We first introduce each case, then describe how the four stigma elements (i.e., labeling, stereotyping, separation, status loss/discrimination) [121] co-occur in algorithmic assemblages. We note that while these elements form the analytical categories for our analyses, they are inseparable and intertwined in practice. In discussing each of the four elements for each of the two cases, we also note where other algorithmic harms manifest along the way.

We chose these two cases because they encompass two arguably diverse cases in which algorithmic harms may be relevant, and on which there is substantial research and documentation to draw from for our analysis. These cases represent a range in how various algorithmic harms may manifest. While the ultimate outcome of risk prediction algorithms in higher education may be access to opportunity felt in a very tangible way (in addition to other harms, as we show), the manifestation of harms in the social media context are somewhat more obscured but still highly influential, such as by shaping access to social support and visibility. The institutions governing these assemblages are also different; universities in the first and social media platforms in the second. Lastly, how and the extent to which algorithms’ use is evident to and experienced by those impacted by them varies across these cases, with perhaps more opaqueness in the social media case.
3.1 The Case of "Risk Prediction" Algorithms in Higher Education

"Risk prediction" algorithms in higher education aim to predict a student’s risk of failing and/or dropping out of a college or university. The emphasis on "risk" in education, particularly higher education, emerged most strongly in response to the 1983 report “A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform” by the United States National Commission on Excellence in Education [31]. The risk framing that figured prominently in this report pointed to the urgency of educational reform and tied the nation’s economic stability to educational outcomes, particularly with respect to higher education and preparing the next generation of the American workforce. As such, student groups that were previously labeled as “culturally deprived” or “educationally disadvantaged” (e.g., low-income students, minorities, student parents, etc.) began to don the new moniker of “at-risk” [151]. In line with this linguistic shift, in 1994 the Office of Educational Research and Improvement at the U.S. Department of Education created the National Institute on the Education of At-Risk Students (NIEARS) [31].

As a result, higher education institutions have taken it upon themselves to calculate and predict the level of “risk” a student is perceived to embody concerning potentially failing or dropping out of the institution. Brown [31] highlights the five activities in identifying and intervening in the life of the “at-risk” student: 1) identifying the specific populations who experience some negative outcome more than other populations of people; 2) isolating, in the population that experiences the negative outcome, the specific actors associated with the occurrence of that negative outcome; 3) categorizing those populations deemed more likely than other populations to experience the negative outcome as ‘at-risk’; 4) designing and implementing interventions to eliminate, or at least buffer, the possible effects of the risk factors; and 5) evaluating how effective the risk intervention was in countering/buffering the effects of risk factors.

To identify specific populations of “at-risk” students, higher education institutions initially deployed early risk prediction models that relied on simple, fixed factors such as high school GPA, socioeconomic status, and SAT scores to forecast a single prediction within a particular time frame [115]. Although these models were able to predict retention with reasonable precision, they did so only at a single, fixed point in time. That is to say, these models were unable to incorporate fine-grained, shifting information when predicting student “risk” (operationalized as retention) [115].

In recent years, sophisticated AI/ML techniques have enabled contemporary risk prediction technologies to predict “risk” based on multiple, fluid data sources and types such as demographic information and academic records, facilitating real-time predictions that can help to facilitate more timely interventions on the part of the college or university [115]. The rise of virtual learning environments (VLEs) and Learning Management Systems (LMS) such as Canvas allow for the harvesting of even more data on how often a student logs in, views documents, and views discussion forums, which is then used to make predictions about “risk,” often in conjunction with a student’s demographic and academic records [38, 42]. Across all of these systems are upstream decisions about what constitutes “risk” and how student performance and risk should be operationalized.

3.1.1 Distinguishing and Labeling Difference: Institutional, Behavioral, and Demographic Data Mining. The first task of “risk” prediction algorithm deployment is problem formulation and gathering data to make inferences [146]. Data gathering often involves data mining, wherein large datasets are derived and sometimes combined to produce insights. Algorithmic systems have been critiqued for their “black box” [145] nature, or for the lack of transparency about how input data are collected and used. Labeling is fundamental to both developing algorithms and to what algorithms do in practice. In practice, the labeling process can appear in various stages of the development and use of algorithms: in problem formulation, where the task of “risk prediction” is clarified and operationalized, and in the data collection and algorithm development phase, where humans may annotate student data, infer labels of “risk,” or sort data into buckets along some “risk” dimension [101, 146]. The decisions shaping labeling may be informed by the developer and/or data annotators’ understanding of the world [61, 148].

In the case of higher education risk prediction algorithms, developers may imbue their algorithms with assumptions about higher education and college students that may be problematic. For instance, the uninformed idea that underrepresented students are inherently more at-risk of facing academic difficulties or of dropping out may lead developers to associate being a student of color, a first-generation student, and/or a low-income student with greater “risk.” Yet, disparities in retention and academic difficulty can be attributed to external and structural factors like racialized wealth inequality [154] and hailing from underfunded schools and neighborhoods [194]. In fact, many algorithms of this sort consider demographic factors as risk indicators (e.g., [5, 23, 114]).

More sophisticated machine learning approaches to risk prediction tasks have also triggered concerns around the development of training data sets (e.g., [41, 61, 100, 148]). Training datasets require data annotators to assign annotations (i.e., labels) to the data. These “labeled” datasets are then used to train machine learning models for prediction. Prior work (e.g., [26, 148]) has explored challenges related to training data and processes, especially with data concerning people. For example, it has shown how training sets can be biased along dimensions such as race, gender, disability, nationality, etc. [73, 117] and that annotators’ work is informed by values and priorities imposed on them by actors above “their stations” [134]; these priorities may include profit, standardization, and opacity [109]. Moreover, using these datasets have reifying effects [15, 111, 162].

In the higher education context, the data that serve as inputs for risk prediction algorithms are often institutional data derived from various systems and units across campus. Institutional data can include financial records, students’ academic records, and records on how often students accessed services such as academic advising. Within the broader category of institutional data, historical behavioral data (i.e., data on what a student has previously done) such as students’ assignment submission records are commonly used (cite). Non-academic historical and behavioral data, such as how students use their ID card or library card to access buildings, check out library books, etc., is also sometimes collected and used.
[108]. Demographic data such as gender, race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status are also commonly used in conjunction with the factors mentioned previously. Specifically, identities that have been marginalized and underrepresented in academia (e.g., students of color, first-generation students, low-income students) come to symbolize greater degrees of “risk” [85].

It is important to note that scholars have critiqued the use of historical, demographic, and behavioral data in predictive algorithms. They argue that using historical data to predict future behavior traps students in a loop regarding past behaviors [170], a core challenge in education (e.g., [131]). Additionally, they note that the use of identity or demographic data often renders students’ identities singular and static [170] and synonymizes marginalized identities with risk and deviance [85]. Finally, scholars note that (over)reliance on behavioral data privileges “behaviorism,” an educational philosophy that has earned critique for configuring students as passive recipients of knowledge and assessing the degree of student effort and learning based on observable behaviors [168, 170].

Nevertheless, deploying risk prediction algorithms in higher education takes various forms and sources of data and introduces what Link & Phelan [121] would characterize as labels. Nuanced lived experiences are reduced to categorical identity or demographic variables (e.g., Black, low-income). Students’ learning experiences are reduced to observable grades on a transcript and devoid of context. The number of times an individual visits the library marks them as a high or low user, disregarding why this might be the case. Returning to Link & Phelan [121], such distinguishing and labeling of difference in the higher education context constitutes an oversimplification of the myriad granular differences among students and the stripping away of contextual factors that may have shaped these categorical difference markers.

3.1.2 Stereotyping: Risk Prediction as Deficit Framing. The second element of the stigmatization process outlined by [121] is stereotyping. In algorithmic assemblages, stereotyping can occur in several ways. First, people who interact with algorithm systems may engage in acts of stereotyping others as mediated by algorithms and can also develop understandings of stereotypes. For example, people who search the term ‘criminal’ in a search engine that algorithmically generates only images of Black faces may develop stereotypical understandings of race. Second, algorithm developers may encode stereotypes in algorithms. Indeed, it is well established that developers and data set annotators encode their values and understandings of the world into the data used to train AI/ML algorithms [61, 100, 148]. Third, algorithms may perpetuate stereotypes, such as the Google Image search algorithm’s perpetuation of the stereotype of Black women as hypersexual [141].

In the context of higher education, the design and deployment of “risk prediction” algorithms contributes to stereotyping. That is, this process of associating labels (of risk) to negative values (as deficit) comprises both negatively-valenced inputs and the use and interpretation of the label “risk.” Emphasizing “risk” is a form of deficit framing [149] that shifts responsibility for student success away from the environment and toward the individual student, with the potential to pathologize individual students who are deemed “at risk.” Gray [85] notes that “since the early 90s, the term ‘risk’ has been widely deployed in arenas of education, health, and social services. Because it generally denotes a description of what is taking place in the lives of particular groups of people, risk analyses locate the problem in the students themselves or in their families or their histories”. Regarding the university faculty and staff who interact with students, Rozycki [158] argues that the “at risk” label indicates a possible confrontation with something “undesirable.”

Once student data is input into a “risk prediction” algorithm, the algorithm can then draw from this data and use predictive risk modeling to elicit a “risk level” [164]. Implicit or explicit assumptions about “at-risk” students affect how these risk levels are interpreted (negatively) by higher education personnel, as well as how they influence future interventions (e.g., allocating attention or opportunities). Algorithmic stereotyping involves upstream, technical processes, including what kinds of data were collected and how risk is operationalized, and downstream, interpretive processes, such as how students who receive the label interpret it and what universities decide based on this label.

3.1.3 Separation: Implementing Interventions. In the case of higher education “risk prediction” algorithms, an algorithm might deem a college student “at risk,” prompting higher education personnel to institute some form of intervention that performs the work of separation. These interventions can potentially separate so-called “risky” students from their less “risky” peers physically, mentally, and socially. As such, they can facilitate both representational and allocative harms.

Physically and mentally, universities can segregate “risky” students into remedial or “bridging” classrooms. Often, these remedial or bridging courses can hinder students’ progress toward a degree and force them to engage in tedious rote memorization tasks instead of developing their critical thinking skills [4, 128, 129]. Separation of “at-risk” students into remedial classrooms may have allocative consequences when it hinders the opportunity of “at-risk” students to obtain a quality education and enact agency over their educational choices. If the university concludes that an “at-risk” student will not be successful, the university will suggest that the student switch to less “demanding” majors, avoiding putting resources into that student [24, 164]. In this way, the university allocates educational resources unfairly across “at-risk” students and their less “risky” counterparts. Separation also has psychological effects in discouraging a student from continuing with study when it physically (and thus socially) isolates the student from their campus peers [164]. With less social support and a potentially lowered sense of belonging, the isolated student may be less likely to pursue more technical majors than students who are not deemed “risky,” as evidenced by prior work (e.g., [19, 29, 88, 174]). This may lead to disparities in the choice of major between these populations and downstream, higher-level effects in the demographic composition of students in technical majors.

Interventions can also socially separate “at risk” students from their less “risky” counterparts. Often, though not always and not a prerequisite for social separation, students are notified of their own “at risk” status through phone, email, or an online Dashboard [115]. For example, Lu et al. [123] describe an intervention in which teachers notify relevant students of their risk status and arrange for face-to-face consultations if deemed necessary. Similarly, the Course Signals (CS) program provides individual risk assessment
reports for students to peruse [13], and Student Explorer uses traffic light colors of red, yellow, and green to visualize risk levels for both teachers and students [112]. Once notified, students are left to think about how and why they represent risk in comparison to their less “risky” counterparts. When a student who embodies marginalized identities learns they are considered “at-risk,” they may internalize the stereotype linking these marginalized identities to “risk” and “deviance,” which can facilitate representational harm.

Interventions such as those reviewed above alert students to the fact that they have been classified as “at-risk.” Importantly, for individuals, negative psychological effects from interventions can also occur when a student is not notified about their “at-risk” status. For example, when students are required to (i.e., not given a choice) take remedial courses or to attend extra advising sessions while others are not, engaging in social comparison would also prompt them consider why they are required to do so while others are not. Additionally, requiring students to take extra coursework or attend advising meetings compromises the agency students can enact over their educational pathways, which may constitute an autonomy harm [45] (i.e., a kind of representational harm) [16, 103, 105].

3.1.4 Status Loss and Discrimination: Interpersonal Discrimination, Psychological Harm, and Surveillance. Allegedly “at-risk” college students face status loss and discrimination. Beyond being identified and physically, mentally, and/or socially separated from their less “risky” peers, they can face various forms of status loss and discrimination. Interpersonal forms of status loss and discrimination operate via differential treatment by faculty, staff, and/or peers. Structural forms of status loss and discrimination operate via interventions enacted by the university that may surveil and police them, compromise their agency, and potentially impact the way they think about themselves (e.g., internalized stigma [183, 190]) and behave as learners.

Notifying students, faculty, and staff about specific students’ risk level can open possibilities for interpersonal discrimination between peers and between an “at-risk” student and university faculty and staff. Masood [126] notes how students “understand each other in terms of… subjectivities and tend to perform in ways that reproduce their subject positions”. In the case of so-called “at-risk” students, this can mean that students affixed with the “at-risk” label can internalize stigma [183, 190], which can later shape the interactions they have with their peers who are deemed less “risky.” This occurrence can create a problematic feedback loop wherein students are notified that they are “risky,” internalize this idea, self-segregate, or put themselves down in interactions with others, which then opens them up to more opportunities to experience stigmatization they can, again, internalize.

Interventions that center students’ “risk level” can create internal, psychological difficulties for students deemed risky, which constitutes allocative harm. In an empirical study, Perez [149] found that the frequency of receiving the negative “at-risk” label was significantly associated with students’ negative academic self-perceptions, sense of belonging, and negative affect. Lawson et al. [116] also describe how emails sent to students informing them of their “at-risk” status could demotivate students by noting that a student is “more than likely going to fail” or “if you don’t attempt this assessment, you will fail” (p. 961, 964), echoing Kruse & Pongsajapan’s [113] assertion that interventions based on risk prediction can lead to “inefficiency, resentment, and demotivation” (p. 3). Interventions that communicate the negative descriptor of being “at-risk” to students may also be detrimental to their motivation and persistence in college. Such interventions which cause representational harm which can then facilitate undesirable allocative consequences by inadvertently exacerbating the disparities in persistence rates that interventions aim to ameliorate [149]. Hence, when students internalize the belief that they are “at-risk,” and thus less likely to achieve academic success, these negative psychological effects may facilitate or exacerbate demotivation, which compromises their academic success and facilitates the very negative outcomes (e.g., failing a course, dropping out of university) that predictive risk algorithms claim to want to prevent.

Additionally, interventions that contribute to and reinforce structural forms of discrimination often involve some degree of tracking and documentation, which can be conceived of as surveillance in a broader sense. Some scholars argue that the interventions that schools enact in response to a student’s “at-risk” designation “profiles and pre-emptively punishes” them via “techniques of discipline and in the guise of remediation” [126]. Students placed in remedial classes or bridge programs as part of a kind of “at-risk” intervention that Masood [126] calls “dividing practices” are thus prescribed activities or repeated exercises that can serve as “techniques of control” that encourage self-discipline and self-regulation [126] and therefore compromise students’ ability to enact agency and autonomy over their university experiences. This autonomy harm [45] is a subset of broader representational harms [16, 103]. Moreover, “risky” students’ integration into remedial or bridge classes may restrict other educational opportunities [126], thus limiting their pathways to academic success and potentially contributing to disparities in educational outcomes between “at-risk” students and their “non-risky” counterparts. Furthermore, the control over students’ behavior calls into question the agency they can enact over their education. Students’ subsequent academic behaviors after being affixed with the “at-risk” label are closely monitored, tracked, and documented, constituting a problematic form of surveillance and policing [85, 126].

In sum, we have shown how the four stigma elements manifest in “risk” prediction algorithmic assemblages in higher education.

3.2 The Case of Suicidal Expression and Ideation Detection on Social Media

Numerous social media platforms have designed tools to identify content expressing mental health states, such as suicidal ideation. This identification triggers responses from the platform, such as offering resources (e.g., chatline, hotline number) and moderating, removing, or deprioritizing content to maintain “community safety.” The sophistication and automation of such tools vary and may include a combination of algorithm- and human moderator-driven methods. In this case study, we consider tools used on Meta’s platforms, Facebook and Instagram, and identify how such tools facilitate algorithmic stigmatization.

3.2.1 Labeling Suicidal Ideation: Moderation and Classification. Human- and algorithmic content moderation classifies social media content and accounts by flagging content for removal or accounts
as sensitive. To come to classification decisions “involves inducing generalizations about features of many examples from a given category into which unknown examples may be classified” [83]. In other words, this classification process sorts content and accounts into different buckets—that is, this process labels. Labeling involves both automated and human-directed processes, as labels are socially determined [27] and may be applied through automated processes. Both social and automated aspects of algorithmic assemblages can contribute to harm, as we show throughout these case studies. Labeling is generally opaque to users and the public [30], such that there is little visibility afforded to users as to what the labels are (if they do indeed exist), how they are determined, and how they are algorithmically applied. Social media community guidelines may offer insight into generic labels of interest to platforms (e.g., classifying content as containing nudity, hate speech, violence, etc.).

In the mental health context, content containing indications of suicidal ideation/intent or self-harm may be labeled as violent or of concern. Facebook, for instance, has developed a tool that uses keywords to identify and proactively report posts containing suicidal ideation. Facebook used “posts that were reported by users and the actions taken by [...] Community Operations team” to train their classifier [81]. That is, the resulting labels are based on actions (i.e., human moderation decisions) that reflect determinations of content. For example, posts not about suicide are labeled as such, and no action is required. However, posts indicating suicidal ideation or intent are labeled as such, which then triggers intervention (e.g., provision of resources [81]).

As this example implies, determining if content contains suicidal ideation depends on complex annotations involving myriad factors (e.g., certain keywords) deemed to contribute to suicide risk [36]. These factors—such as disclosure of previous attempts, financial difficulties, and addiction [36]—may indicate suicidal ideation and describe conditions/contexts that do not indicate suicidal ideation. Additionally, past data may not be comprehensive, and types of content that algorithm developers did not consider may not be flagged. For example, posts may use social steganographic (i.e., coded language that needs inferences) [125] techniques, such as “unalive” instead of “die”, that would be missed by data collection efforts, model designers, or downstream evaluation of the tool.

Furthermore, these labels allocate attention and resources from the platform. There is potential for labels to inaccurately flag certain content (e.g., posts disclosing mental health struggles, including suicidal ideation, in the context of mental health advocacy or recovery) as containing suicidal ideation, and to not flag content about suicide that failed to be classified. In these cases, these tools can exacerbate existing disparities. The labeling process—and its downstream consequences of (mis)allocated attention and interventions—intimates the potential for such algorithmic assemblages to shape conversations about suicide and perceptions of who is worthy (or not) of intervention and care. Hence, individuals who are mislabeled based on past data will need to accept the corresponding consequences. When individuals are falsely labeled as “at-risk”, the visibility of their social media content may be demoted. Conversely, when individuals are incorrectly labeled as not “at-risk,” they cannot receive the social support and resources that they may need. We discuss this further in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.2 Stereotyping: Contextual Cues and Valencing Suicidal Expression.

Considering algorithms as assemblages enables consideration of social actors as influential to automated processes. The social aspect of assemblages is perhaps especially salient to stereotyping. Assigning negative characteristics to labels, namely, applying valence to labels, constitutes stereotyping. Two types of valence may be assigned: normative and deviant. Content and accounts labeled in a normatively-valenced way receive little intervention, while content/accounts with deviantly-valenced labels receive interventions. Which labels are associated with normative and deviant is determined by social actors behind platforms (e.g., moderators, developers, other users), and as such, these determinations may reinscribe social stereotypes that persist offline and reinforce social hierarchies among racial, gender, and health (e.g., mental illness stigmatization) dimensions, to name a few [60]. Stereotyping may thus contribute to representational harm, aligned with [16]. As with labeling, stereotyping may be opaque to users: evidence of these elements of stigmatization often becomes legible through impacts on one’s visibility on social media.

Stereotyping may also be introduced via the use of external cues as context. For example, Facebook draws on contextual cues to refine the accuracy of its ML suicide response tools, such as differentiating between sincere and sarcastic expressions (e.g., “If I hear that song one more time, I’m going to kill myself”) [81]. Considering the time that a post was published, the type of content, and reactions to content. Facebook’s ML tools can also inform the labeling process [81]. Stereotypes arise when patterns recognized from these contextual factors unevenly target specific populations of users. For instance, adolescents may be more likely than other individuals to use hyperbolic or sarcastic expressions and more likely to post late at night/early in the morning. Flagging content from this population potentially hinders the ability of adolescent users—who may be more susceptible to particular mental health concerns than other age groups [2]—to discuss mental health concerns and their experiences of mental health, as well as seek support from peers without gaining potentially unwanted attention from the platform. Platforms like Instagram have noted that they aim to differentiate between healthy discussions and expressions of intent to self-harm [1, 3], though if and how this differentiation occurs and whether certain groups are disparately affected by ML-prompted suicide prevention interventions warrant further investigation.

3.2.3 Separation: Mediating Visibility of Content, Creators, and Tags.

Once content has been labeled, content and associated accounts may undergo separation. We view separation as partly enacted through practices such as shadowhannning, flagging, content deletion, and account suspension, which may be automated and/or human-assisted processes. Separation does not only occur through demoting content/accounts labeled as deviant but also through the promotion (or not-promotion) of content labeled as normative.

---

1This analysis does not address the issue of user consent in mental health-related interventions prompted by social media platforms: whether users (can) provide meaningful consent to platforms’ provision of resources or inferences about their mental health status and any associated interventions is a critical question that is beyond the scope of this paper, and one that scholars have begun to explore [157].
therefore shaping (in)visibility. As Massanari [127] notes, sorting algorithms may elevate content that reflects normative standards, such as "(white) geek masculinity" on Reddit (p. 338). These processes work in tandem to maintain a status quo and deprioritize content/accounts from or addressing marginalized communities, perspectives, and issues [103]. Flagging and deletion are two moderation possibilities once content is labeled as violating platform rules [83]. Both of these possibilities are indicative of separation. Flagging effectively separates content that is labeled as potentially deviant and marks it as requiring further moderation, while deletion prevents content from being published altogether.

Social media users often feel separation via effects on content or account visibility. Harms exacerbated by separation and visibility manipulation may at the very least be representational or allocative, depending on the type of account or content affected (e.g., if the account creator depends on social media visibility for financial support). Generally, platforms may not remove content outright but alter its visibility by manipulating visibility-shaping prompts such as notifications [83]. Similarly, in the context of suicide, platforms may hide content containing certain tags that are associated with “undesirable” labels (e.g., as of this writing, an Instagram search for “#suicideawareness” returns this message: "We’ve hidden posts for #suicideawareness to protect our community from content that may encourage behavior that can cause harm and even lead to death"). The separation of social media users as mediated in algorithmic assemblages is rather opaque to users, as practices such as shadowbanning, which affects the reach of content, are often difficult to prove [62, 67, 103, 159].

In the case of Facebook, separation occurs when an action (e.g., suppressing content or prompting users with mental health resources) is activated. While Facebook may not remove posts indicating suicidal intention, separation still occurs in the sense that flagged [83] posts are routed through different moderation checks than unflagged posts. Further, there may be a social separation that occurs following content flagging. As with Instagram’s blocked search terms, users searching terms related to suicide or self-harm will be (implicitly and explicitly) discouraged from connecting with others who have experienced similar struggles, and users will be unable to connect with those who have posted using terms related to suicide or self-harm. Further, research suggests that individual users may not want to be “seen” by platforms [157], and the sense that one is being monitored by a platform may discourage users from posting certain content in certain spaces, and/or use alternative terminology to avoid future detection [35].

3.2.4 Status Loss and Discrimination: Visibility as Access and Status. We view visibility and the allocation of attention (from other social media users, the platform itself) as a proxy for status on social media— it is this visibility and attention that is intervened upon by platforms [32, 57]. Users may also lose status if they lose visibility on social media. When visibility is reduced based on stereotyped labels that reinscribe hierarchies of social oppression, stereotyping and separation that limits socially disadvantaged users’ access to wealth and visibility resources can lead to a structural form of discrimination via a loss of opportunity that is intertwined with status and visibility on social media. Status loss, as attached to visibility, is perhaps illustrated most clearly through cases of users who leverage social media to provide or advertise services, such as mental health advocates, influencers, and professionals. In these cases, status loss may contribute to allocative harm through financial impact [16]. Similarly, people may share or seek content on social media including Instagram and Facebook as a way to seek social support to manage their mental health [10, 40, 167, 184]. Reduced visibility of their content can mean reduced engagement and social support received from others, which we view as a type of allocative harm, also potentially leading to long-lasting effects on one’s mental health, sense of community, and support-seeking behavior.

When users perceive themselves as separated—visible to or flagged by a platform due to sensitive content—they may also alter their behaviors to reduce visibility [35]. For instance, users may be “prevented from making choices that advance their preferences,” such as disclosing suicidal ideation as a means of seeking support from similar others or sharing stories. Reduced visibility of such content may contribute to autonomy harm [45] – a type of representational harm [16, 105]. This perceived lack of control stands to be amplified by factors such as the perceived opacity of algorithmic tools as well as the perceived potential biases of human agents who design, operate, and participate in (e.g., human-facilitated content moderation) such systems. In combination, these factors may affect users’ perceptions of safety and control over conversations about suicide and mental health, as well as to whom such conversations are (in)visible, which can, in turn, contribute to the stigmatization of mental illness more broadly.

4 DISCUSSION

We examined how stigma elements [121] manifest in algorithmic assemblages in two arguably different cases (i.e., “risk prediction” algorithms in higher education, as well as suicide expression and ideation detection on social media). Our analysis shows how the four stigma elements (i.e., labeling, stereotyping, separation, status loss/discrimination) manifest in algorithmic assemblages, affording to attend to both social and technical elements. Through these analyses, we identify algorithmic stigmatization as the mechanism producing a distinct algorithmic harm (i.e., algorithmic stigma) in addition to other harms (i.e., other representational or allocative harms) along the way.

This work has implications for algorithmic systems including and beyond what we interrogated. First, we have shown how “risk-prediction” algorithms in higher education and suicide ideation prediction and detection on social media implicate algorithmic stigmatization and can impose algorithmic stigma and thus algorithmic harms. This is, in and of itself, significant – raising questions about these systems’ ethical permissibility and social implications. Rather than assuming that these systems’ benefits to stigmatized groups outweigh harms to them, we suggest that HCI and other scholars and practitioners designing, building, and evaluating these systems grapple and address how these systems may produce algorithmic stigmatization (tization).

Second, that we observe algorithmic stigmatization in both of these cases, despite their differences, demonstrates algorithmic stigmatization’s relevance in a range of algorithmic assemblages beyond these cases and its utility as a theoretical concept in examining
algorithms’ social and ethical implications. Researchers, practitioners, and other actors may replicate our approach to explicate where and how algorithmic stigma may manifest in their systems to begin to make informed decisions about what to do about them (e.g., not build said systems, work to interrupt stigmatization). At the very least, following our approach can help elucidate where and how these systems may inflict algorithmic stigma.

Future work could examine algorithmic stigma(ization) from the perspective of individuals implicated by it (e.g., students subjected to risk prediction algorithms) and explore ways to operationalize and measure said harm to further theorize algorithmic stigma(ization) across contexts.

Overall, in conceptualizing algorithmic stigmatization, we show how stigma is no longer just a social process as reviewed in Section 2.1, but also a sociotechnical one. In what follows, we first elaborate on the significance of algorithmic stigmatization and conclude with a discussion on where we may begin to disrupt it.

### 4.1 Algorithmic Stigma, Algorithmic Stigmatization, and Power

First, in applying Link & Phelan’s [121] four elements of stigmatization to two cases, we rendered visible how algorithmic assemblages can produce stigma, a mechanism we call algorithmic stigmatization. This concept builds on the understanding that “algorithmic” refers to what “is produced by or related to an information system committed (both functionally and ideologically)” [79] – which we interpret as one entailing both functional/technical and other (i.e., human/social/institutional) elements. Stigmatization – as a sociotechnical mechanism as we show – elucidates how algorithms interact with people, social processes, and institutional contexts, where algorithms are not independent entities that have power over something (or people) and thus bring about harms [33]. Rather, algorithms themselves shape and are shaped by the contexts where they are embedded, as dynamic “hybrid assemblages” and relational entities that co-constitute both humans and nonhumans [33].

Algorithmic stigmatization is an explanatory mechanism (see Figure 1) that demonstrates how previously known algorithmic harms (i.e., allocative and representational) can be produced and are interconnected with 2) algorithmic stigma (i.e., stigmatization’s ultimate outcome). In turn, algorithmic stigma is stigma that is mediated, perpetuated, or even created by/in algorithmic assemblages. Algorithmic stigmatization reveals how allocative and representational harms contribute to and are entangled within algorithmic stigma, but that algorithmic stigma is distinct from these harms: it occurs when all four stigma elements converge. While representational and allocational harms are helpful abstractions to describe a range of harms, we argue that they are inadequate to fully capture the harms caused by stigma and stigmatization as manifested in algorithmic assemblages.

Sociologists have described stigma as “a classificatory form of power” [182], “violence from above” [185], and “a bureaucratised form of violence” [50] among others. At their cores, what these conceptions of stigma as a social process have in common is their attention to where, how, by whom, and for what purpose stigma is produced. This is akin to Paton’s concept of “gazing up” [147] (i.e., foregrounding the stigmatizers’ role, rather than the stigmatized).

By applying stigma theory to algorithmic assemblages and considering algorithmic assemblages as stigmatizers in this work, we can examine algorithmic stigma as a process of power [147, 179, 180], and as “a form of governance which legitimizes the reproduction and entrenchment of inequalities and injustices” [179]. Prior work has established that sorting and structuring of social opportunity is exacerbated by algorithmic systems. Gangadharan [76], for instance, describes how digital inclusion leads to increased social sorting and increased cumulative disadvantage (following Gandy [75]), while Eubanks notes how the “digital poorhouse” acts to systematically separate, label, and limit resources [68]. Algorithmic stigma(ization), as a process of power as we have developed here, affords a theoretical lens through which to view these forms of social sorting. We suggest that algorithmic stigmatization as a theoretical concept reveals an important view into how stigma governs—not just socially and spatially [147, 182] as past stigma scholarship argues, but also sociotechnically.

Second, we argue that algorithmic stigmatization provides algorithmic assemblages with stigma power. Stigma power describes “instances in which stigma processes achieve the aims of stigmatizers with respect to the exploitation, management, control or exclusion of others” [120]. In the case of risk prediction algorithms in higher education, university personnel can draw on algorithmic outputs to manage and control “at-risk” students, such as through remediation or forced meetings with faculty or academic advisors. Additionally, university personnel can exclude “at-risk” students from reaping the benefits of higher education, which can take the form of remediation, encouraging students to switch to a “less demanding” major, or using risk predictions to inform budgetary matters and “minimise the potential waste of public funds spent on students who subsequently fail” [42]. In the case of social media platforms’ engagement with suicidal expressions on their platforms, this may take the form of profiting from social media engagement and content [197], while providing a legal shield against being held responsible for suicide mediated or facilitated by their platforms and engagement on them. In both of these cases, algorithmic assemblages succeed in maintaining the status quo, be that in the treatment of students or social media users’ mental health-related expressions and outcomes thereof.

In sum, algorithmic stigma and algorithmic stigmatization provide a theoretically-grounded tool set for both examining algorithmic systems’ ethical implications (e.g., harms) and for explicating mechanisms leading to algorithmic harms – of particular relevance to scholarship concerned with algorithms’ societal and ethical implications across fields (e.g., HCI, CSCW, FaCCiT). Identifying and naming algorithmic harms is a necessary first step to any possible attempt in addressing them [14].

### 4.2 Disrupting Algorithmic Stigmatization

Stigma is, to say the least, challenging to ameliorate. As Link and Phelan argue, it is a “persistent predicament” because “when powerful groups forcefully label and extensively stereotype a less powerful group, the range of mechanisms for achieving discriminatory outcomes is both flexible and extensive” [121] (p. 379). Algorithmic stigmatization, we argue, is going to be similarly difficult to
address — as we have shown, the processes through which algorithmic stigmatization emerges involve a complex arrangement of social and technical elements, making it difficult to pinpoint ways to interrupt stigmatization that attend to both the social and technical.

Nonetheless, addressing stigmatization is essential to fostering a more just and equitable society, as is addressing algorithmic stigmatization, partly due to the outcomes stigma generates. Indeed, stigma can facilitate many outcomes, from status loss (i.e., “downward placement in the status hierarchy”), to outcomes having little to do with the motivations behind stigmatization, to outcomes related to how people experiencing stigma may cope with it [121], to name a few. Additionally, algorithmic stigmatization can have both immediate and downstream effects; some effects may not occur or be observable for years. Examining algorithmic stigmatization’s outcomes is a promising area for future research.

Link and Phelan [121] argue that challenging stigma should be 1) multi-faceted (to address the many mechanisms that can lead to stigma) and multi-level (to address both individual and structural discrimination), and 2) “must either change the deeply held attitudes and beliefs of powerful groups that lead to labeling, stereotyping, setting apart, devaluing, and discriminating, or it must change circumstances so as to limit the power of such groups to make their cognitions the dominant ones.” (p. 381) They argue that strategies targeting one mechanism at a time are doomed to fail as “their effectiveness will be undermined by contextual factors that are left untouched by such a narrowly conceived intervention” [121]. The amelioration of algorithmic stigmatization is a massive undertaking requiring an ongoing research agenda. We hope the present work will enable this challenging yet high-impact research agenda by explicating algorithmic stigmatization. The amelioration of algorithmic stigmatization is beyond this paper’s intentions and possibilities; nonetheless, in what follows we speculate on how algorithmic stigmatization may be disrupted, informed by understandings of stigma disruption strategies [48, 54, 55, 89, 119, 163] and reparative [60] approaches to addressing algorithmic harms. We suggest that future work should explore these, and other, possibilities for disrupting algorithmic stigmatization.

As reviewed above, a series of mechanisms have been proposed to mitigate algorithmic harms, largely following technical and reductionist approaches such as improving accuracy and equal representation [51, 60, 70, 87]. These approaches are often inadequate as they fail to capture the sociotechnical enablers and sources of harms [97], which are necessary to effectively do any meaningful intervention to address or mitigate harms.

While addressing algorithmic harms is notoriously difficult, scholars have proposed other kinds of approaches such as algorithmic reparation [60] which we interpret to include refusal (i.e., refusing to engage with, create, or otherwise support and legitimize algorithmic systems as a form of reparation) [43, 78], participatory algorithm design [118, 143, 173], value-sensitive algorithm design [196], and examining the perspectives of social groups most adversely impacted by algorithmic systems [7, 25, 56, 157]. This last approach’s reparative power rests in affording the determination of whether/when/in what contexts the use of algorithms is ethically permissible to begin with, and if there ought to be an algorithmic system, what its (un)ethical design, deployment, and use may entail. Indeed, unlike reductionist approaches, algorithmic reparation does not seek to "de-bias" algorithms. Instead, it aims for structural redress in the form of "algorithmic reform" requiring technical and social expertise [60]. For example, archivist curation, an algorithmic reparative approach, can account for the complexity in the data related to lending, hiring, and criminal sentencing, where the complex relationships between data and a variety of variables "are intractable for data practitioners alone" [60]. Curation professionals’ expertise can help with the consideration of “consent, power, inclusivity, transparency, and ethics & privacy” in the collection and management of sociocultural data [102]. On the other hand, as a participatory approach to algorithm design [118, 143, 173], marginalized communities most adversely impacted by algorithmic systems of credit scoring can participate in the reform of the relationship between algorithms and social processes by co-creating algorithms and informing the values embedded in them by developers [60]. However, we note that these suggestions must serve only as a starting point in further work, rather than complete proposed solutions to solving algorithmic stigmatization.

Partial solutions for each of the four algorithmic stigmatization elements may be possible. Link and Phelan note [121] that when it comes to labeling, “the critical sociological issue is to determine how culturally created categories arise and how they are sustained...What are the social, economic, and cultural forces that maintain the focus on a particular human difference?” (p. 368) Addressing stigmatization in the creation of labels by developers of algorithms, within a multi-level, multi-faceted, and power-shifting approach, may be a first step to pinpointing where and how labeling might be disrupted. For example, a reparative approach to labeling could entail revisiting what sets of labels are or are not available to use, how they are developed, what and whose values they represent, and implications thereof. It could also entail being intentional about choices in including and excluding labels – while lack of representation can be harmful, representation can also be harmful [98]. One may also consider interrogating forgetting practices and “data silences” [136] in labeling. In light of considering forgetting practices in labeling, we suggest that reparation may include recognizing that annotators may disagree on how to label data [134]; these disagreements tend to be erased by opting for the most popular label among annotators, but as Muller and Strohmayer suggest, can reflect various subjectivities along race, gender, nationality, class, and other identity facets [136]. Regarding the stereotyping element, perhaps instead of associating a label that has always been associated with a negative value, a different value would help disrupt stigmatization.

Similar approaches towards discrimination and status loss may be feasible. Mechanisms relying on human intervention (e.g., review by a human moderator) may perpetuate social biases and stigma and uphold algorithmic stigmatization. Recent tools aimed at de-mystifying social media bans (e.g., Online Identity Help Center 5), particularly those experienced by marginalized social media users, may aid in interrupting or challenging separation through informational assistance and identifying mechanisms for responding to stigmatizing social media moderation. This approach, while being a partial solution, could potentially shift power dynamics.

5https://www.oihc.org/
Alternatively, one may also draw inspiration from resistance and repartative approaches involving advocacy, collective action, and coalition building which have the potential to shift power dynamics. While traditionally, advocacy to disrupt stigma has been a task performed by marginalized impacted groups [54, 55, 163], we advocate that a repartative approach would entail advocacy by others such as civil rights groups, researchers, and community-centered organizations and in solidarity with impacted groups. Examples include civil rights advocates’ efforts in a growing number of U.S. cities to ban or otherwise regulate facial recognition and other surveillance technologies that disproportionately harm marginalized groups [44, 106] or other ordinances on AI and surveillance technologies.

For example, in our second case analysis, harms furthered through the stereotyping aspect of stigmatization might be interrupted through traditional strategies like advocacy that highlights issues associated with the labels and values that are fundamental to algorithmic classification. This is complicated, however, by the opacity of algorithmic systems to affected users and lack of meaningful opportunities for contestability [138]. While platforms such as Facebook have provided insights into how their ML-driven suicide detection tools operate, greater transparency around which datasets are used to train ML tools, how labels are derived and assigned, and other factors are still warranted in interrogating and mitigating harms. These interventions’ opacity complicates the ability and extent to which users can contest power structures upheld by algorithmic assemblages we described here. However, there are instances in which users have leveraged their collective experience to pressure platforms to admit to or change practices. For example, social media users pressured TikTok to admit that it suppressed content by disabled, queer, and/or fat creators [28] and called on TikTok to address the alleged shadowbanning of videos with the hashtags #BlackLivesMatter and #GeorgeFloyd [130]. Faced with similar allegations, Instagram vowed to review their practices around content suppression as it pertains to Black creators [172]. Overall, advocacy here may take the form of pushing for regulation of treating social media users’ data and resulting mental health-related inferences as health data, demanding transparency of processes and outcomes, or demanding implementing meaningful informed consent and contestation processes.

A final approach with the potential to shift power is facilitating intergroup contact, another stigma disruption strategy in in-person settings (e.g., [48]). Intergroup contact, in this context, may mean algorithm developers and other decision-makers in relative positions of power (compared to the stigmatized) would engage with and know about the downstream impacts of their technologies and decisions. For example, knowing what students labeled “at risk” or individuals in psychological distress think about the algorithms we examined here has the potential to contribute to how these decision-makers and developers approach problem formulation, technology design, and deployment. Presumably, such knowledge may shift values and attitudes in technology creation and deployment and as a result, shift power.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate what sociological conceptions of stigmatization (i.e., the convergence of stigma elements: labeling, stereotyping, separating, discrimination/status loss) may explain about harms manifested in algorithmic assemblages. We apply the aforementioned four stigma elements to two algorithmic assemblages: a) “risk prediction” algorithms in higher education, and b) suicidal expression and ideation detection on social media. Through these case analyses, we contribute the novel theoretical conceptualization of algorithmic stigmatization as a sociotechnical mechanism that leads to an algorithmic harm we refer to as algorithmic stigma. This conceptualization of algorithmic stigmatization reveals how other algorithmic harms (e.g., allocative and representational) contribute to and are intertwined within algorithmic stigma, but that algorithmic stigma is distinct in that it occurs when all four stigma elements converge. Although representational and allocational harms are insightful abstractions that can explain some harms, they fall short of thoroughly capturing stigm(a)ization-related harms in algorithmic assemblages. We define algorithmic stigma as the type of stigma and algorithmic harm that is mediated, perpetuated, or sometimes created by/in algorithmic assemblages. We discuss repartative approaches’ promises for beginning to disrupt algorithmic stigmatization, noting that just as stigma as a social mechanism is challenging to mitigate, so is algorithmic stigmatization as a sociotechnical mechanism. Nonetheless, recognizing algorithmic harms and articulating the mechanisms leading to them is a first and necessary step to begin to address algorithmic harms (including algorithmic stigma) with the promise to foster more equitable and just sociotechnical futures.
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